Balance Sheets, Maps,
or Balls in the Air?
Women Rhodes Scholars
on Work and Life.
An executive briefing.

Investigating the lives and
career trajectories of
Rhodes Scholars to
understand the factors
affecting the achievements
of successful women and
to engage the public in work
toward gender equality.

Overview
Work-life balance, which deals with how people resolve the conflict between
their work roles and personal lives, has been widely discussed by academics and
popular writers over the past three decades.
Key themes of work-life research include:
J How organisations can accommodate women in the workforce as opposed
to the “ideal” worker (a man with the support of a full-time wife/mother).
J How women can combine the demands of full-time professional careers and
family responsibilities including partners with their own demanding careers,
children and other caring responsibilities, and their own needs.
J For women, how work and personal life fit together, and how they
complement or conflict with each other.
Recent academic work highlights the extent to which our assumptions about
work-life balance mostly serve the needs of organisations rather than workers
and their families. Talking about work and life in terms of the metaphor of
“balance” may actually impede us from living full, rich lives, says Paula
Caproni, because its language and logic are rooted in bureaucratic ideals that
prioritise work over family.
David Guest calls this the discourse of work-life balance, a discourse that takes
place at a societal level. He emphasises the extent to which discourse
creates unconscious boundaries that limit individuals’ behaviours and
actions. His research focuses on language, since “work-life balance is a form
of metaphor.” Words create the reality that individuals live within.
Recent research on discourse reminds us how we make sense of our lives by
telling stories, both to ourselves and others. Our work draws on interviews
with thirty women Rhodes Scholars, part of the Rhodes Project archive.
Their stories about work and life form the basis of our August 2013
presentation to the Academy of Management and this executive briefing.

Why this
research
matters
To study and better
understand people’s
working lives and
organisational involvement
in the context of their
whole lives and in the
context of the societal
culture in which they have
grown up and now live.
(Watson 2009: 425)

What we wanted to find out
J What does the way that female Rhodes Scholars talk about work-life
balance tell us how women “manage” the conflict between work and
family/other responsibilities, and the balance between the two?
J Do female Rhodes Scholars see work and family as separate spheres?
J If language shapes the ways that we understand and act, can we identify
better ways to manage work-life balance?

What our interviews with
Rhodes Scholars tell us
about work-life balance
Four themes stood out when we analysed each of the stories told about
work, life, and the relationship between the two in the interviews:
J Finding the optimum “balance” between work and life
J “Charting” the path to include both work and life
J “Managing” work and life to get the most out of both
J “Improvising” to cope in the face of chaos

A “word cloud”:
what women
say about
work-life balance

Finding the optimum “balance”
One theme that came through strongly when we analysed our interviews
in depth was the extent to which Rhodes Scholars had adopted from
the popular discussion of work-life balance the metaphor of “balancing”,

Phrases that
reinforced
“balancing”
as inevitable

as illustrated in the quotation below . This reflected an underlying

J Walking the line

assumption that it would be possible to find some optimum division of

J Pulling to shift the balance

attention and effort among work, partner, children, parents, and other
interests that would fall into the perfect “sweet spot”.
“It’s a constantly shifting balance. And I think that’s part of

J Splitting
J Sharing

what I talked about in my speech is that, you know, sometimes

J Meeting (expectations)

the balance in my life has completely been in the direction of

J Striking a balance

work. Right now the balance is probably 70% kids, 30% work.

J Finding a balance

But the balance is shifting. You know when my kids were first
born it was 100% them. It’s a balance that changes from day
to day and week to week and I’m constantly re-evaluating and
I spend a lot of time not just evaluating to myself but talking
with my eight-year-old daughter”.
(Lawyer / Filmmaker)

“Charting” the path
“Charting” was a second and different way of talking about the
compromises that women make to “map” a course between work and
family responsibilities, as illustrated in the quotation below. It might not
be possible to find a “balance”, even if temporarily, but it would be possible
to set an overall direction and goals and to try to attain them. The

Phrases that
referred to
“charting” and
“mapping”
J Following a given path
or being off-course

metaphor of “mapping” suggests both an alternative reality – one in which

J Changing course

the women can occupy their lives differently and against the grain – as

J Reorienting

well as a fixed and given set of “routes” that they have no choice but to
follow. The metaphor of mapping suggests that at the beginning of the

J Travelling constantly

journey, these women knew where they wanted to end up. But along the

J Get back and forth

way they found themselves going somewhere that wasn’t on the map.

J Life spent on an airplane

Often this place is exactly where they want to be.
“I had no idea I was going to have another baby [in her
mid-40s]. So that was a surprise baby. Professionally, I was
thinking that I would be working a little bit more because
I had my youngest in kindergarten, so I figured I would
have more time to work on my writing projects and my
research, and so now this has happened, so I put this in
the category of you just don’t know what turn your life is going
to take. And you think you have it all mapped out”.
(Business and Family Author, Editor, Curator)

J Going in that direction

“Managing” to get the most
In our interviews, when women used “balancing” and “charting” metaphors,
they talked about work and life as being essentially separate spheres. A few
women talked about the need to integrate both work and family rather
segregating them. As one of our interviewees said, “there is not a clear, bright
line between ‘work’ and ‘life’”.
Busy women saw not only work but personal lives and family as a long list of

Phrases that
referred to
“managing”

tasks to be “managed” efficiently. One interviewee, for example, seemed to
regard her children as particularly unsatisfactory employees who can’t keep up
with her “fast pace at work”:
“I get stressed out when I leave in the morning because I know
I’m late, my patients are waiting for me, I’ve got to kiss my
daughter and take a long time just to say good bye to them and
then I also get stressed out, because I’m nursing right now and it
seems I’m so busy with my work at work that I don’t have time to
nurse. That’s very frustrating. And often my fast pace at work
– because I’m very, very quick at working, at everything I do,
I make decisions, I’m quick at seeing my patients, obviously
I spend time with them, but obviously my children are much slower
at home- they do things at their own pace and I think that – my son
said to me this morning, ‘Why are you so angry when you leave
in the morning’ and I realized that I do get angry, because they
don’t get into the car as quickly as I do and their pace is much slower
and I just have to realize that I can’t bring my work pace to my
home, so that’s frustrating. I’m going to have to learn to change
paces and just realize that I can’t do as much at home as quickly as
I wanted to. I just have to enjoy the process of getting into the
car each morning at a much slower pace. And it’s tiring”.
(Physician)

J B
 alance sheets and other
accounting metaphors
J Managing or working
another job
J Finding the right solution
to the problem
J Playing the game
J Satisficing or coping
J Managing flows

“Improvising” just to cope
The fourth theme that we found when we looked at how the Rhodes
women described work-life conflict in our interviews was very different to
the first three themes of “balancing”, “charting”, and “managing”. Instead
of making the implicit assumption that there was some optimum work-life

constantly changing demands of work and life. This theme reflected some

Phrases that
referred to
“improvising”

of the wider discourse about “juggling”, rather than “struggling”.

J Juggling

“I am always juggling five hundred balls and thriving on the

J Rhythm

“balance” or “end-state” or “goals” to be attained, these comments focused
on work and life as a process of continually improvising in response to

juggling aspect. Wanting very much to make the world a
better place, and sometimes feeling frustrated that it’s hard for
one person, or a group of people can’t seem to make that
happen. But never giving up in that attempt. And I hope my
friends would say that I am a very nice person, very grounded,
very down to earth. I care as much about how my family are
viewed as human beings as anything else. Accomplishments
come second to how we behave as people”.
(General Counsel and Secretary)

J Timing
J Passion
J Overall outcomes

Understanding the context
of work-life issues
When we looked at the context and content of the quotations in the interviews
about work-life conflict and balance, we found that Rhodes Scholars brought up
the following six areas. Firstly, each of the four expressions of work-life balance
was influenced by:
J Role models – mentors, colleagues, parents, and other positive (and negative)
examples;
J Partner characteristics – support provided by partners and balancing the
demands of partners’ own careers;
J Conceptions of home and work – how they saw their own roles and identities
in both spheres; making work a part of home (for example
by working an extra four hours before children got up or after they
went to bed).
These were reflected in:
J Strategies for managing work-life conflict – such as renegotiating work roles,
negotiating the division of labour with partners and other family members,
outsourcing household chores and childcare to paid employees (such as nannies
and housekeepers), and so on;
J Deciding which personal outcomes were most important and arranging work
and life to achieve those, such as more time with children, trading off sleep
and time to oneself, or on the other hand, giving up a “professional” career to
pursue an alternate vocation;
J Deciding what professional outcomes were most important, and arranging
one’s life around those; for example, deciding not to have children, or
to interrupt one’s career around children’s needs, or choosing a different
professional track within, for example law, that had more reasonable office
hours.

Our conclusions
J What does the way that female Rhodes Scholars talk about work-life
balance tell us how women “manage” the conflict between work and
family/other responsibilities, and the balance between the two?
J Do female Rhodes Scholars see work and family as separate spheres?

300
Over

survey responses.

Our research shows how the metaphors used in academic research and
popular culture are not neutral: “balancing” creates a much different set
of expectations than “charting”, “managing”, or “improvising”. If women
accept that “balance” exists and they are responsible for attaining it
through their own individual actions, they are distracted from the wider
barriers in organizations and society that create what Herminia Ibarra and
her colleagues call “second generation” gender bias.

Scholars regions of origin.
India & Pakistan 17
Hong Kong, Malaysia
& Singapore 7
Europe 18
Africa
42
USA 211

Our focus on language helps us discover whether work life balance
discourse is actually good for women. Is “work-life balance” yet another
way in which organizational change only seems to be attending to the
needs of women while in reality keeping them working at least two full

Africa
42
Commonwealth Caribbean 13
Australia & New Zealand 56
Source: Rhodes Trust Data

time jobs (one of them at home)?
“For me, there is not a clear, bright line between ‘work’ and
‘life’. Being a parent is important to me and to my husband.
Flexibility is involving children in one’s work when possible
and appropriate. I focus on what I do, not where I do it.
(I work after their bedtime, at home, in the stands of Little
League games etc.). I leverage technology. Blackberry, laptops,
home computers linked to work all enhance flexibility and
work/life balance”.
(University President, Former Member of Congress)

Leading Women.
An executive summary.
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Get involved

Mission
A Registered Charity in England and Wales,
the Rhodes Project investigates the lives
and career trajectories of Rhodes Scholars
to understand the factors affecting female
achievement, and to engage the public in
work toward gender equality.

 isit our website www.rhodesproject.com.
V
On the site, you will find links to news stories about Rhodes
Scholars, the Scholar Profile series, our Working Paper series,
and updates on our current research.

Find us on social media.
The Rhodes Project social media platforms are the ideal place
to read and share articles.
Facebook: www.facebook.com/pages/The-Rhodes-Project/
Twitter: @RhodesProject
LinkedIn: http://www.linkedin.com/company/the-rhodes-project
Additionally, if you send us a link to your blog, Facebook page,
or Twitter handle, we would be delighted to follow you.

@
Email us.
Email us at info@rhodesproject.com to be featured in the
Profile series, considered for a research interview or receive
regular updates on current projects and upcoming publications.

c/o McAllister Olivarius
Thames Wharf Studios
Rainville Road, London W6 9HA
+44 (0)20 3080 3903
info@rhodesproject.com
www.rhodesproject.com
Registered charity no. 1136409, the Rhodes Project
is made possible through the support of McAllister Olivarius,
an international law firm headquartered in London.
www.mcolaw.com

The Rhodes Scholarship, arguably the most
prestigious post graduate scholarship in the
world, was not available to women until
1977. Since then, more than 1,140 women
have taken up the scholarship to study
at the University of Oxford. What they
have to say about their lives and career
trajectories is the subject of our research.

